C‐4 Observer Annual Report
Council motion June 8, 2015
The Council approves the following recommendations in the development of the draft 2016 Annual
Deployment Plan and future annual reports, including consideration of SSC comments:


Provide additional information on observer rates and percent coverage by gear type, in addition
to numbers of trips and deployment. Report the percentage and metric tons of total catch
observed (Table 4‐2 and subsequent). Track these key metrics over time in each annual report.
(OAC)



Identify the best approach to a trip identifier tied to landings data to provide a linkage between
ODDS and eLandings and improve data analysis, including those trips delivered to a tender.
(OAC/SSC)



Evaluate and suggest modifications to ODDS to reduce temporal bias associated with the policy
of allowing trip cancelation and logging multiple trips prior to departure. (OAC and SSC)



The Council appreciates the development of performance metrics and encourages NMFS to
continue to develop tools to evaluate both the reliability of the data and deployment
performance.
‐

Include information on observer sampling such as percent of hauls observed vs total
hauls/trip, and number of hauls with complete observer data vs partial data by vessel size
and gear. (OAC)

‐

Continue to develop ways to evaluate observer effects, including possible examination of
potential associations of PSC with trip attributes on observed vessels. If associations are
found, PSC rates in shoreside offloads from unobserved vessels could be compared for
evidence of bias. (SSC)

‐

Continue evaluation of and improvements in catch and bycatch estimation, including the
necessary procedures for calculating the variances associated with point estimates. Consider
SSC suggestions on a starting point for assessing variance. (OAC and SSC)



Assess inefficiencies in the program and evaluate ways to achieve cost efficiencies in the partial
coverage category within the existing 5‐year contract. (OAC)



Include information about the availability of fixed gear lead level 2 observers. (OAC)



Incorporate some additional quantitative measures in the enforcement section of the report,
especially in relation to trends by incident type. (OAC)



The 2016 ADP should explore defining strata to deploy observers by gear (longline, pot, and
trawl gear) and FMP area and, if necessary, consider operational sector (CV vs CP).

In addition, the Council supports continued outreach by enforcement personnel regarding observer
issues, especially to vessels where captains are under increasing pressure to monitor PSC. (OAC)

SSC comments on variance: While we agree with the analysts that it is not the sole determinant of
quality of the sampling program, there is a critical need to calculate the variances associated with the
point estimates (e.g. target catch, by‐catch) to aid with optimization of the observer deployment
sampling design and to assess uncertainty in estimates of catch. For example, the observer effect
detected in landed catch in the HAL and TRW gears could have been better assessed for significance if
there had been variances of these landed catches. In this way the potential for bias detected by the
observed versus unobserved trips could be weighed against measurement error in the estimates of
landed catch for these two gears. Variances would also aid assessment authors in their understanding of
the uncertainty associated with estimates of catch. Consider, as a first‐step, the calculation of variance
using standard multi‐stage cluster sampling (Thompson 2012), wherein the stage‐specific variance is
calculated along with the mean.
Talking point on ADP: Given the comment that deploying into smaller boxes requires higher rates of
selection, the OAC emphasized that it will be important to retain the ability in October to evaluate trade
offs between the proposed strata and alternative designs, and the information provided should support
an understanding of the size of the strata in terms of both trips and catch or discards and trade offs with
deployment rates. If necessary to retain larger boxes for deployment, it seems that defining strata by
gear type might be more important than FMP area, within the partial coverage category (e.g., all
longline in BSAI and GOA in same strata with same deployment rate).

